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CHAPTER I 
NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 
Knowledge in the field of mental retardation has.increased to where 
there has emerged a need to study the adjustment of curriculum content 
for more effective.development of the capabilities.of the educable 
mentally retar,ded students in the public schools, 
. Some studies have examined the effectiveness of curricula programs 
for the educable mentally retarded in special classroom situations as 
opposed to regular classroom situations, However, there appears to be 
little research which e~amines what and in what order subjects should be 
taught to mentally retar,ded students in the special education classroom, 
Observations by special education teachers tend to support the 
position that the teaching of arithmetic may interfere with the teaching 
of reading to mentally retarded students. This appears.to come out of 
the difference in type.of language used in arithmetic and reading. The 
content of ar,ithmetic is inductively quantitative in nature and springs 
from the base of word meaning., The. content of reading is more deductive 
and general in nature, Thus, it appears that separating.the teaching of 
. these subjects on a time continuum might improve the performance and 
achievement of the students involved. 
The General Background and Need for the Study 
Studies of the mentally r,etarded students suggest there may be a 
1 
gap between the vocabulary used and.the:vocabi.llaryunderstood by these 
students; the literature seems to indicate a qualitative difference 
between the spoken and the understood vocabulary of mentally retarded 
students. . There . als.o seems tc:;> .be a. qualitative differ.enc.e. between the 
us_age . of arithmetic; symbols and students .being· able to reason using 
these symbols., 
Several studies over. the. past. fifty,-f;i.v:e. year's have. been des_igned 
to investigate. the diffe!'ences between mentallyretarde.d·child!'en and 
noI'mal children., Quantitative diffey,ences have been established which 
seI've in identifying the mentally .r.etarded. More recent findings have 
added to the unde!'standing of the. mentally I'eta!'ded by isolating 
qualitative. diffey,ences between the two .g!'oups... Dunn. (11), found 
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.evidence from .his study .. of I'eading and,a:I'ithmetic processes. to suppoI't a 
position that the!'ewe!'eboth quantitative.and.qualitative diffe!'ences 
. between. !'.etaI'dates .and normal. children in the .·.areas of I'eadi_ng, 
arithmetic, and .Eipel.ling,; . Shotick (33) in. a laI'ger study than Dunns 1 , 
reported difference .. s favo!'ing.· normals on. I'eading tasks, but not on .. 
peI'foI'mance tasks, 
On. studies. of.: iriterfey,ence ·-.:-., proactive and retroactive inhibition, 
which seem to.be di!'ectly !'elated to the matter of. curricula sequencing, 
Scheerenberger. ( 32) studied 120 !'e.tarded. subjects ... He found retroactive 
inhibition. (inte!'polate.d .activity.betw.een.learning.and retention 
measures) to be·t!'ansitory, while p!'oactive inhibition (info!'mation 
already known intey,fering with leaI'ning new information) was.found to be 
most sever>e · as the • time inte!'.v:al was lengthened.. Hermelin and O'Connor 
(19) investigating the effects of retroactive inhibition on short term 
memo!'y found that when retarded subjects were.given a list of words as 
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an interpolation., it interfered. with the relearning of. digits, This may 
support the theory of arithmetic instruction possibly interfering with 
the learning of the more basic skill. , .reading., as presently emphasized 
in the classroom. 
The effects of mediation on. r.etarded .. sub.jects .. has. been. discussed by 
Berkson. and Cantor> (1) who .found facilitation f.or. learning with the 
learning of verbal.labels .. Wolf (41) found that overt verbalization 
increased the attaining of concepts by aiding in the discrimination of 
. verbal cues. As yet the work in. the mediation area has not been 
. extended into the classrioom. But,. Vergason ( 38), stresses that 
mediation does facilitate learning, that "teachers should tie all 
instruction.to elements of materials which the. individual knows." 
For the purposes of this study an examination of curricular areas 
emphasized in the classroom reveals that reading and arithmetic are 
viewed (29) as subject matter1 ar1eas requiring a rich background of 
vocabulary.understanding in order to effectively establish the meaning 
fro written. symbols., both reading. and arithmetic. 
Gates (16) has pointed out that.his research supports the need for 
improvement by instruction for the learning of the meanings of words. 
He recommends that·this teaching precede or accompanythe learning of 
word recognition. Simi'li=lrly, Serra (31) has pointed out from her review 
of the literature that concept development enhances both reading and 
arithmetic with normal children. Such might also be true with retarded 
children, 
Educable me,1':ita:Lly retarded students will attain at most, a reading 
computational performance level compar·able to regular fifth gr•ade 
ability ( 5), Since competency in the basic skill are'as is emphasized in 
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the educable_ mentally retarded class.es on the basis of mental age rather 
than chronological. age, instruction in.reading and. arithmetic takes 
place at the. intermediate level (29}" This being the case_, most studies 
.· of. negular class. performance. must be interpolated with .. an accompanying 
.question as .to the validity. of. such a_ procedure. 
The . ability .. of mentally retarded students to perform as well as 
other_ chi.ldren:.of .. comparable. mental. ages. b.u.tdiff-ere.nt intelligence 
. .quotients: .in the areas .D.Lr.eading. and spelling has. be.en noted by Merrill 
.(25), Torgerson and Shuman (36}, and by Wilson (4.0). These studies were 
concer1ned with testing and performance and. did· not include special class 
mentally retarded. Wilson found, in addition. to the children in the 
. lower group, intelligence quotients below 96, working more nearly to 
their mental age expectancy level in.overall school achievement than the 
other. children of. the same mental ages but higher. intelligence 
quotients, that. in arithmetic .. the. lower .group was superior, His 
conclusion was that the difference might have been due. to lo_nger time in 
school, to .mor>e drill, and to higher grade placement which entailed 
exposure. to ar•ithmetic processes the younger and brighter mental age 
equivalent student$ had not encountered yet. There seems to also be 
room for a possible explanation that the tests might have sampled 
heavily of arithmetic skills weighed.heavier for computational ability 
rather than reasoning ability, thus favoring the.reasons Wilson. 
advances, 
McGehee (24) in an extensive testing.of 7,986 children in regular 
grades four through eight of the pub.lie schools, found that in terms of 
academic .ability the subjects of . .lower mental ability showed greater 
relative achievement .than.did the.mentally normal .and gifted, They 
scored higher.than.could have,been. e~ec:ted.for.their mental ability, 
Lewis reworked these data: .to. compapl[:l. the. subj·.~cts. in the lower 10 pet' 
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· cent in ment"a,l ·ability. as. matched with. those .in the upper. 10 per cent in 
mental ability on.mental achievement; . The lower group:was found to be 
superior· and to read from. one. month." to a. year· and. a half above their 
mental .age e.xpecti9,ncy .levels •. This evidence tends. to .. su.ggest that 
skills rather than· :r.easoni.ng and unders'\:andi,ne; .hav.e. :been .. most heavily 
... tapp~d by the tests used. Other .inve~tig~tors . .concerned· with readi.ng 
and arithmetic .processes encountered by, the ·mentally .retarded have 
indicated that·they perfor,m below expectancy levels in reading, 
a:dthmetic. r·easoni.ng,.and spelling .. ,(11,. 3S), Dunn (11), for example, 
in.the.first comprehens-ive:investigation.ofthe:reading processes of the 
men'\:.ally .. retarded .. , found . the, retarded to be significantly poorer on 
flashed and u:ntimed p;,e~entai::ions o.f .words and .. :pl:rra.ses and the 
compr.ehe:ns.ion ... cf. these words and: phr.ases .•.. They. demonstrated inferior 
ability in .. the. use of: .context: clues .. and .. had~: little concern for content. 
In the area of. arithmeticthere:was.no significant.difference between 
. the mentally .retarded.· boys and their· mentally. equivalent normal controls 
. on arithmetic reasoning.. .This . seems to.·. po.in:t up. -an:al::iility to perform 
·but not. necessarily .comprehend.what·tbey are doing in the way of 
academics, 
Dunn, in: the above mentioned. study, .found normal. subjects as rated 
on a teac;her ·.questionaire.,: to have .superior home. conditions, including 
the cultural. level: of the home., . This aspect, the socioeconomic level, 
has been recognized. as a possible.: contribut.or. to the achievement levels 
attained. by the. mentally retarded.,. but exploration. of .this aspect would 
seem to lead away from the main·focus.of this study, academic 
achievement of the educable .. mentally. re:tarq..ed .in the .special education 
. classroom, Therefo.r.e,. the s.oq.ioeconomic, level. o.f tbe students ·used in 
this study will. be. consider!ed and .an. attemptmade: to .. control this 
. variable, 
.In this .study~. if .. a .. stl;"uctur.ed·. pr.ogram·.in .. conce.pt. development were 
.. s.hown . ., to.: .a.,f·f'e.ct · academic achi.ev.ement., . in. the. sp.eoial. educa:t ion classroom 
this would. be .. an ... i:ndica.ti.on of. :a.: need.; to .. s.:ttie,es .the .meani_ngs of 
activitie.s :the ... men:tally re.t.arded:e.ngage .. in,. and that being able to 
perform. does: .. not nece.s.sarily. equate .. with belng:· abl.e, to. understand, 
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. : If ... a .. s.truc.tur.ed: pr,ogr.am. in, co.noe.p:Ld~v.elopment .weI1e shown to affect 
achievement. in rea.di.ng . .whil.e. a.:rdt.hmetic . in·stl'lucti.on wa.s, .h.eld. in abeyance, 
. this would be. an·. indication.:. that: teaching.· both. c.oncurrently could be 
. , affecting. the. more basic skill, ..... ,.tieading .•.. This, could. explain, in part, 
. the. common phenomena .. of the .. s.tud.ent,.whq .ac.hi.eves., adequately in reading 
.but displays w:eakne·ss in. ar.ithmet.ic. ability., .. or• the rev·erse situation, 
that o-f the-. stude_nt ,,who:.achieves. adequately .. i;n. a'I':ithmetic. but has a 
weakness in reading capabilities., ... What could. be operating is a 
. willingness to study in the.area :whiQ.h is understood,. and an 
unwillingness to extend efforts. to .. tasks that .seem.to. be merely 
.mechanical,that is poorly understood. 
Identification of Terms 
For the purposes of this study the fo.llowing .. terms. have been 
identified as. needing· clarifica.tion for· pur.poses. of analysis and 
treatment of the data: 
In no way shou.ld academic achievement as .r.efer.red. to. in this study 
be considered·tosample all. the·different areas of the academic 
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curriculum.for. educable mentallyretarded.students. The.use of the term 
"academic. achievement"·inthis.studyrefers.to.the language arts portion 
of the test as.represented..bytbe.different sub-areas of reading skills 
and to Arithmetic, The sub-areas of. the Stanford .. Achievement Test, 
Primary .. Battery are represented as: .. Word. Reading, Paragraph Meaning, 
Vocabulary, Spelling, Word. Study Skills., and .Arithmetic... Each of the 
sub-areas except for. Arithmetic are represented to. sample. part of the 
· skills requis.ite. in . the ability to read. 
Academic achievement: that which is obtained from measures.in 
. the Stanford .Achievement .Test, Primary 
Battery: Form W, 1966. 
Reading: .. that which. is obtained on.the Stanford.Achievement 
Test. Primary.Battery: . FormW, 1966, exclusive of 
the Arithmetic portion of the test, 
. Arithm.etic.: that which is obtained on the Stanford 
Achievement Test. Primary Battery: Form W, 1966, 
exclusive of the portion of the test referred to 
as. other than.Arithmetic; .that.portion of the 
test designated as tests of Arithmetic, 
Concept Development: the.process of acquiring an understanding 
and ability touse words in accordance 
with the accepted.meaning and usage; 
.. that which is handled during the 
treatment phase of this study, 
Summary 
There appears to be need for research efforts which examine the 
.. content and sequencing of subjects .. taught to mentally retarded students 
in. special education·classrooms .. of .. the_public .s.chools ... Separating the 
teaching .. of .. reading and arithmetic . on. a time continuum might improve 
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.. performance in. each. subject area ... This· is. suggested by re,search studies 
. of the mentally .retar>ded which indicate the. existence o.f. a .gap between 
. the. vocabulary. used and the .. v:ocabula.ry. understood .by these students, 
.. This. appear>s to .. be a. qualitative:. diff.erence. between the spoken and 
. understood.· vocabulary.of. mentally retarded students, .. which also exists 
. between the manipulation .. of arithmetic symbols.and the retardate's 
ability to. reason symbollically ... If it is. accepted that reading and 
arithmetic require a different.investment of thought.on the part of the 
student, .then the teachlng: of:.both: during the·.same time:.period may be 
affecting· the students ability to .r>eason. in. one or> the .. other> subject 
matter> ar>eas • 
. The: literatur>e· indicates. that: mentally retarded:.students seem to . 
. achieve as well. a:s. other. students of the.· same· mental age, some 
.· out-achieving·. normal students. inc the. ar.eas of reading: and arithmetic. 
This has·been theorized as possibly:due to the mentally retarded having 
been- exposed to· more advanced instruction.. An alternate explanation 
posed for thi.sstudy.wouldascribe.this difference as possible due to 
the. demands fol:'· content understand.lng· or· for ·mere performance. 
If a. program: in verbal concept development were·shown to affect 
overall academic achievement of.the-mentally retarded student this would 
indicate a need to .. stress the. meaning, aspects. o.f. activities provided for 
in their curriculum. If this treatment program should affect academic 
ac)1ievement more when arithmetic had .. been removed from the curriculum, 
. the need for the present study would. he. implied;· An exploratory study 
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should be made to determine if the teaching of arithmetic interferes with 
the teaching of reading and if.provision for concept development in the 
special education programaffects.theachievement of the mentally 
retarded student in the public school special education classroom. 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND OF .. THE .PRESENT STUDY 
. We.11. doc.umen:ted findings ... are .. that. .educabl.e ... mentally retarded 
students .. .attain .. .at . .most. a reading. achievement .leve.l of the third_ grade 
. and an . .arithmetic. .. p.er:formance lev.el. comparable· .to .. r.egular fifth. gr,ade 
ability,.· This pl:'es.e:nts. a .. question ... of whetheI'. the achievement level 
could be incrieased. or. matel:'ially. al.teried by curiri.culum arrangements 
specifically geared to the capabilities of. the .. educable ... mentally rietarded 
in the. special education. classroom setting. If such gains in achievement 
can be made, the problem becomes one of identifying areas .to. manipulate 
or. a.lter in or•der to effect mor·.e. appreciable :gains. in .their. achievement, 
Study of specific modifications.would tend to isolate.factors having an 
effect on .academic: achievement., .. .C.oul,d. spedfically adapted curricula 
increase the achievement of the. mentally ::cetard.ed::> .The present study was 
suggested by findings that the educable mentally.retarded·students were 
being analyzed·on the .basis of regular curricular performance where by 
definition they would be inferior. 
In study<of the mentally retarded.there·are indic.ations of a 
disparity between the understanding and usage· of symbols both for wor•ds 
and numerals. It has been theorized that concept development will 
improve achievement in both reading and computational skillso Difficulty 
with concepts may be affecting both skill areas,.for as brought.out in 
this chapter, investigators (4, 8, 9, 11, 13, 17, 33) have indicated a 
1.0 
1'.L 
diffe.rence. between understanding . and .. performance in both reading and 
arithmetic. Other investigators have implicated concepts. in the .genesis 
of difficulties in intelligent adaptation~ Attention to the development 
of concepts· may. increase reasoned performance,. hence the capabilities of 
mentally retarded students . 
. Anyone doing· research with concept development will recognize that 
concepts exist at varying levels of complexity depending on the amount of 
experience, and the relationships which al'.'e established. between objects, 
Concept development can be operationally defined., At present concepts 
have been discussed as part of the concerm in. learning and retention 
study and in problems of mediation, not as a part of the curriculum. 
This study would examine concept development·as a specific part of the 
curriculum for the educable mentally retarded.in the classroom. 
Relationship of Concept, Concept Development: 
And.Academic Achievement 
The commonly accepted definition of "Concept" has been that of 
Dewey (10), who defined it as "meaning sufficiently individualized to be 
directly.grasped and.readily.used, and.thus fixed by a word." 
"Concept," according. to Furth: {13), is "an .abstract term referring 
to a characteristic of thinking behavior., insofar as. it lends itself to 
discursive verbalization. I' . For the purposes of. this .. inquiry the word 
"Concept'' will .be. iden:tif.:i,.ed as verbal concept. 
Serra. (31) points out.that research dealing. with concepts as 
related to the reading process has been concerned with verbalized 
concepts... She enlarges: 
When verbal symbols are added to the stock.of established 
concepts, · it is essential . that these initial concepts 
be formed on the basis of direct experienc.e. In order 
to. build. concepts, then.it: is necessary to pr,ovide 
experience in order to. establish the simple concepts 
that will be subsequently combined :and manipulated to 
form.the moI'!e complex concepts •. Concepts that can be 
traced back only to.ver,baLlanguageor to symbols 
acquired. through language, result: in mere verbalism. 
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She reports .. a study of IV and V grade pupils who were exposed to 
different methods of teaching word meanings .. in which the teacher and 
students discussed,. gave synonyms, . illustrated·· sentences and word 
definitions~ .This was found to .be the. most effective method in comparing 
with context, picture, and dictionary methodsof teaching, 
In their. analysis. of the academic ar.ea, .Gibson, Jephcott, and 
Wilkins (17) state: 
Language study is made up.of grammar.and composition 
· and requires considerable intellectual flexibility .in. 
it~ application; Similar.reasoning may be applied to 
arithmetic,, , • once the basic symbols have .been rote 
learned., the pupil. is then required ·to exercise 
· independent manipulative. thinking... Writing .. , readi.ng, 
. and social studies by contrast are more dependent upon 
such intellectual specifici tie.s as memory function and 
· eye-hand coordination a.nd do not require the overiall 
mental agility of either arithmetic or grammar, in which 
each problem is an unique one requiring the application 
·and integration of prior learned principles. Even the 
1. acquisition of basic number. skills· implies some inherent 
ability .. to forim closuries. of groups of objects so as to 
deve.lop. abstractions ·of: number. grioupings; , • 
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The above quoted authors have ascribed to the various academic areas 
differing qualities of thought. By:so doing, they became .one of the few 
rieferience,s. in the literature which differentiates varying intellectual 
involvement for. the areas of.the .curr1icu],um • 
. . Furith (13). makes r1eference. to. this. differientiation.. He refers to 
"language'.'· as the:. natural. ver>baL language .of a society: and .. separates it 
as not encompassing "formally taught symbols, such .. as mathematics of 
symbolic logic,'' He thus implies a differ>ence in mental requirements 
between areas of thought. 
Meririll .( 25),. in. her thiI'd study., .. which compared. the achievement of 
the mentally retarded·students.with.the more average students; reported 
on the corr.elation· of several.different tests. Her findings were that 
"correlations between reading and reasoning. are .higher .. than between 
· reading and, computation. or .computation and r>easoning.~ ...... Correlations 
. between computation and. reasoning, are sligh:tl:y: .. higher than between 
reading. and· computation. 11 Such disparities .ha.:v:e :.not.·been empirically 
manipulated to see if they might.· affect achi.evement in .the different 
academic areas, 
.Concept.Development. and the. Mentally:Retarded Student 
· As• noted in; Chapter. I, when the. mentally retarded students are 
compared on the basis,of their mental age with normal students of 
corresponding chronological age, the mentally retarded's performance is 
quite· similar, Furthermore as presented here, authorities in the field 
of the mentally retarded argue that their differences are both 
qualitative as well as quantitative. 
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Cutts (9) in his evaluation of the conceptual ability as related to 
the academic achievement of educablementallyretarded children stresses 
that·their difficulty informing concep-:ts.and making generalizations 
differentiates them qualitatively and .. quantita:tively from normal 
children, 
Cruickshank ( 8) ., from his .. study of their knowledge . of arithmetic 
terms, has explained that 
The unsatisfactory achi.evem.ent of the. mentally retarded 
pupils with verbal problems is closely.J:>elated to their 
. limited understandi_ng: of arithmetical. terminol_ogy. It 
is also· quite possibl.e that lack of knowledge of vocabulary 
accou.nts. for the general. inferiiority of. the mentally 
. reta:r•ded pupils, which has been noted in their ability to 
· solve correctly concrete exercises in.all four of the 
fundamental processes. 
Dunn (11), in an early investigation of the readi_ngprocesses of the 
mentally retarded,.found:them to:achievesignificantly bei:o:w their mental 
age expectancy in .. reading.,. spelling,, and arithmetic reasoning, Their 
reading was described as inferior: in the:. use: of context clues and they 
demonstrated litt-le concern for content .. Dunn:supported the position of 
qualitative.as well as quantitative differences between the mentally 
retarded and normal students. 
Shotic (33) replicated Dunn's study, using a larger sample, finding 
dif.ferences supporting Dunn's results of reading. tasks, but finding no 
significant difference for his population on the performance tasks. 
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,· 
As a replication of a. study by Fur•th on concept development in deaf 
children, Milgram and Furth (13) used special class educable mentally 
retarded students, comparing their performance with normal children of 
chronological ages 5,8 to 9,9 years. The matched mentally retarded 
student had. this same mental age, When. compared on nonverbal tasks of 
samenes.s, .symmetry, opposition,. and opposition transfer, Milgram and 
Fur-th found as with the deaf., in the earlier study, that 
The retar-ded performed mor-e poorly in the discovery and 
application of a language relevant concept that was 
within their> realm of comprehension, but perfol:'med as 
well as nol"mals in solving problems whel"e perceptual 
rather than verbal modes of solution were assumed to be 
more suitable. 
This seems to lend criedence to the theory of a differential of thought: 
cont:ent to different arieas of the curric:.ulum. 
As part of a later study, in 1965,. on the discovery of' Similarities, 
F'urt:h and Mil.gram (:14) studied the linguistic experience of nineteen 
educable mentally retarded students with mental ages of" 9 .. 0, compared 
with 19 normals of that chronological age. They found. that pictur·e 
sor,ting was the easiest task for, both groups and that the addi.tion of 
verbal factors led to poorer performances, both in picturie sor·ting and 
picture verbalization, Under,standing what was r 1equired was relatively 
harder than respondi.ng in a verbal fashion to the ta.sks, for both g:c>oups, 
'l'he retar,ded had less diffic~lt:y verbalizing words than With ~Orting 
1their• written for,m, In the case of pfot:'1.wes, s,::i·r,ting tasks wel:'e less 
diff:!.cul t for the retarded than for the ver•balization tasks, Since the 
retarded performed as well as the mental age contr•ols on nonverbal ta.sks, 
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but were less capable on word-sorting, picture verbalization, and word 
verbalization tasks in proportion totheir linguistic·requirements, the 
authors.concluded that the lowered performance of the retarded had to do 
with specific ·difficulty in. the handling of the linguistic medium, They 
failed to take into account the chronologicalagedifference in other 
analysis. of theit>· data,. but th.is finding concerning the capabilities of 
mentally retarided students in.ve:r>bal·perfor,mance was a valuable 
contribution to the literature. 
Indication of Trainab.ility of the Mentally Retarded 
In Concept Development 
Using an institutional population, Kirk ( 22) studied 63 mentally 
rietarded children with mental ages of. 5.:.6.to 7.,..5 to determine their 
reading aptitude and tr·ainability in reading readines.s h He took six 
subjects and gave them intensive r•eading readiness training for· ten 
weeks, He.then retested them on the Monroe Reading..Aptitude Test. 
Where the mentally retarded we·re most defective (memory, articulation, 
and sentence length)· they made the most progress, On. motor functions, 
where they were most superior, they sc.ored·nomeasurable gains. Kirk 
demonstrated that adding to the background of ex.perienc.es through an 
extended reading readiness program aided the mentally retarded in 
ac qufr ing ·. skills· for, reading, 
Murdoch ( 27), in one of the earliest studies of gains f'or mentally 
retarded students in academic subject matter, selected twenty-one of her 
better students in a residential school for' study, The subjects had an 
average chronological age of 16, 4, .an average. mental age of 9 , 2, and an 
average intelligence quotient of 61, Using standar•dized achievement 
tests, she studied their progress in reading, arithmetic, spelling, and 
composition. Initially they were slightly above expectancy in arithmetic 
·, 
fundamentals and below expectancy in spelling and·language achievement, 
Restested a year later they made slight average gain in all areas, 
although their. gains did not parallel the gain in mental age. Since she 
used a biased sample her. findings·mustbe viewed with.caution, but her 
findings were used as evidence to contend that the mentally retarded 
could do better at some tasks because of more practice with them, 
Bradway (3) reported on the selected records of fifty-three older 
mentally retarded subjects at the Devereau Residential School in 
Pennsylvania, She found on the Stanford Achievement Tests that mean 
reading comprehension exceeded mean mental age by·one year, and mean 
spelling age exceeded the mean expectancy level by two years. The 
arithmet·fo age"was· approximately that of' mental .age,. These subjects 
made a one·-half year improvement in .. on.e year in . spelling, in y,eading 
compreh~nsion, .and · in ar· ithmet ic reasoning. On. word meaning and 
arithmetic comprehension.they improved two-thirds of.a year in one year. 
Since this was a selected group of subjects, the results would have to 
be viewed as biased, but they do create.a suspicion that:verbalism was 
being demonstratedby the disparityof.performance versus mental ages. 
Using 326 special class mentally retarded:pupils in the Detroit 
public schools, Nemzek and Meixner. ( 28) studied their progress over• a 
four year period. They gained approximately two-fifths of a grade 
yearly in r·eading and· exceeded the. reading scores at·· each· grade level on 
arithmetic fundamentals. Engle ( 12), in. another, study in the Detroit 
school special classe.s, repor·ted the gains in achievement for 3 ,169 
mentally retarded pupils on the Stanford Achievement Tests" Aver,age 
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gain in paragraph reading .. was, O. 44 · of a grade.;. • in vocabulary reading 
0 .. 45 of. a. grade.; . and . in. spelling O~ !+O .. of a grade. The: overall gain was 
two-fifths of a .year .. , the same as Nemzek and: Meixner reported. 
Janei:. (21) reported the results of a program of special reading 
instruction in. special classes in :Camden·,. New. Jersey... Duri_ng the first 
year the subjects: made nine months progress:,: the. s.econd year ten months, 
the third. yeari, six.months, and the fourth year a gain of 4 months. He 
concluded that· within· the. ra_nge. o-f ·. their. :.ability,:. special reacHng 
instruction. wa·s effective with the mentally retar>ded. 
Chipman ·( 7), in her study used a state residential school 
population of' 135 mentally retarded subjects with mental ages of 8-2 and 
up. They were reading at the third grade level. She bad the subjects 
supply words to fill in the blanks of a series of 22 sentences written 
on the blackboard. The sentences were read aloud.and the subjects would 
wr·1i te down as many words as they could that would complete the sentences; 
They were helped with their spelling. The findtngs.w-ere that the 
mentally retarded ha.d a poverty of . ideas: few of the words had mental 
age values over six years. She found that the old.er mentally retar·ded 
pupils did make more correct. responses and. that this wa.:s ·more important 
than the reading level. 
Gallagher (15) studies 42 brain-injured mentally .retar,ded students 
residing at the Dixon State School of.Illinois. They had c.hronolog.ical 
ages of 7-4 to 13-9 years, intelligenceq1,1otients of 33 to 63, Matched 
on the basis of mental ages, he studied their achievement over a three 
year period of time. One group received 21.months of individual 
tutoring for. a. fifty. minute .pe.riod .. each day, He compared for gains in 
performance during the third year when tutori_ng had. been stopped, 
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Additionally, he compared the .. control .. group .. an .. the.ir .d.evelopmen.t duri.ng 
the thir-d year. when they received the special tuto:i:,ing. There was an 
average gain in verbal. intelligence of six points during .the first year 
of tutoring and. a loss of. 1, 6 points during the second .. year for• the 
expe:r,imental group. The most extensive lo.sses occur•red with those, 
children who. made the most pr·.ogress durl.ng the in.itial year, Dur fog 
the third year t~e experimental group lost an average of 2,5 
intelligence. points., while the control group., with tutoring gained 1. 2 
points. In the language area, both groups made similai.r pr•og:t"ess in 
verba1 labeling a:nd in making simple associations, Both.groups showed 
similar ga.ins .in quantitativ·e skills.. Both groups showed a significant'. 
difference .in attention· as a .result of the tutori.ng experience, which 
was. mainta.ined. a.ft~:r, tutori.ng was :riemoved, 
Even tho.ugh he was . oonoe:rined with tutorial, ar,:r,i11ngements and results, 
r·athe:i:1 them classroom methc.,dc\l.ogy and c:ur•r,iculum mc-diffoation, Galla.gher 
did demonstrate. that even with a low ability population., verbal ability 
performance could be incr·eased. This was one of. the fi:r,st studies 
demonstrating that educational methods with the mentally retarded could 
be subjected to rigid research control. 
Smith (34.) lays claim to the earliest attempt to demonstrate 
significant effects of a language development prog:r,am with special 
education educable mentally retarded children with use of controls and 
standardized measures, He matched sixteen pairs .. of educable mentally 
retarded children (IQ 50-80; CA 7-10) on the basis. of chronological age 
and language age as obtained on the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic 
Abilities. The experimental children were taken from their special 
classes in groups of eight, three times a week for forty-five minu~es 
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over a three month trieatment time, They. werie administered. a stimulati.ng 
and enriiching series of lessons which were high in conc.eptual.content, as 
well as li.nguistic emphasis. Results demonstrated a morie than 7 month 
gain for the experiimental .over the control group" He demonstra.ted that a 
program geared to special education .. educab.le:.mentally .. r.etarded childrien 
. in the public. schools . can be profitably .accomplished •... Smith further 
stressed that· this ... type of pr.ogram p.eeded, to. be .. studied. rather thar). the 
institutionalized. population .. programs which had been the source. of' most 
previous studies. 
Mueller and Smith. (26).followed up the.previous. study a year later. 
They found the groups to still di~feri significantly. in favor of the 
experimental group: .. one-half the experimental. group.continued to show 
language growth acce.leration. while the other . half held the gains 'they had 
made, 1rhe control .. grou.p made s.low but. s"teady in.c:r-eas.es. in .l.a..ngu.age 
development dur•ing this period, 
. Blackman and Capobianco .( 2.) evaluated the . effects of progriamed 
instruction in c.ompar•ison. with "traditional" special class .instr•uc.tion. 
They used. mentally retarded adolescents with mean chr·onol.ogical .ages of 
14 and . IQ: of. 54., :r;,eading griade of. L 4,. and arithmetic grade of 1. 7. Their 
obj ectiv.e wa.s. to. teach. b.eginni.ng. reading. and .. ariithmetic .. to :these children, 
They found that arithmetic achievement gains wer•e. greater than the gains 
made in rieading. Both methods produced significant gains in reading 
though neither method was. superiori to . the other in mean gain scores. In 
this study the teachers were in charge of both the experimental and 
control groups for half of each day. This was not controlled as to the 
possible contaminating influence. each migh have on the different groups. 
The inadvertent instruction by "traditional" methods of a. contept area 
being stressed during the programmed .. portion of the. study could have 
affected the results obtained, Nevertheless, .. this study indic.ates a 
difference between the understanding and learning of reading and 
ar,ithmetic. 
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Vergason (37) investiga.ted the effects of:. using tra.di tiona.l methods 
of teaching. a high vocabulary. as. opposed to an auto.,..instur:•ctional method 
of teaching educable. mentally r·etarded children in special education 
classes. He used. sixteen subjects (IQ 55~74; CA 7.0-14.6; MA 5.9-10.0) 
who did not know twenty words in common. For treatment, a 
paired-associate method using automatic slide projectors to pair words 
with pictur.es was used with half the words, while the other half were 
taught by traditional methods using the teacl).er 's customary methods. 
Good retention rates were produced by.both methods after one day, but 
significant differences were found for retention after. 1, 24, and 14 
months in favor of auto-instruction, 
Such studies a.s these ser·ve to emphasize that methodological 
var·iation in. instructional approaches to educate the mentally retar·ded in 
special education classes should be studied. ·Achievement gains have been 
made but wide application of methods successful with small samples may be 
ineffective when applied to a full classroom situation o These studies. 
further• demonstrate that the actual achievement potential of the mentally 
retarded student has yet to be ascertained. Such potential not even 
being approached until the academic p1°ogram has been fitted to serve 
their capabilities. 
Achievement Studies of Public School Special Education Classes 
For Educable Mentally Retar,ded Students 
Study of educable mentally retarded students have been centered 
around . comparisons. between academic. achiev.ement in• special c],asses as 
opposed to.achievement in regular classes,. In the.first study.of its 
kind, Goldstein, Moss, and Jordan (18 ). .. examined 1938 children in first 
grade classes. of twenty schools and districts.,.. Those children with 
Intelligence Quotients. of less. than .85 ... on the Primary .. Abilities Test 
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were individually tested. on. the Stanfa.rd-Binet ( 1937 ., Form L). Those 
with Intel:ligence .Quotients .o.f. less .than .. 85. on. both tests were then 
assigned randomly to treatment conditions, The experimental group 
(special. class). consisted of 57 subjects ... (Mean IQ. 78 .• 20.; . Mean CA 77 .29) 
while. the control. group (r.egular class). included. 69 subjects (Mean IQ 
78. 48; · Mean CA 79. 08). . Ninety-six subj.ects completed the. study. Using 
a special. curriculum.which made b,eavy, deliberate. use of previous 
experience and exploring.themeanings of.words and ideas toward 
developing. understandable concepts in each area., the .. authors demonstrated 
significant dif'fe:riences in a.chiev·ement. for read1ng,. language, a:rii thmetic 
(computation and problem-.solving) and. for social information favoring the 
special education group •.. They also. found. that.. childrien. with IQs above 
80 should not be placed.in special, classes. For those.childr>en with IQs 
below 80, they found that with a specifically designed c.urr>iculum the 
educable mentally retarded could.be moi;;t effectively taught in a special 
class·program. 
Two other studies were found which. involved the achievement of 
special education educ.;:ablementally retarded students in public schools. 
The dearth of such studies.was surprising since themajority of the 
mentally retarded·population has been taught in this type of situationo 
Cartwright. ( 5) . conducted a descriptive study of eighty adolescent 
educable mentally retarded students. He studied twenty students at each 
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age level, twelve through fifteen, with IQs of 55-75" They were compared 
with e.ighty pupils whose chronological. age was controlled: twenty at 
each age level. twelve through fifteen (IQ 90-110), There was also a 
mental age. leve.l eight through eleven (IQ 90,.,.,110). AlL three groups had 
written compositions. of 50 or more. words ...... Each .. group. was selected by 
stratified random. sampling fr,om approximately 1,500 pupils in grades 2 
through 10. or in. special .education class .. es fo:t' educable mentally retarded 
in junior. high. schools.. Cartwright.comp!3,red .. the. written language 
abilities. of these. groups,, .... He found. the. normal children. to .. exhibit more 
diversity in their use. of words, .. Thus the mentally :J::etarded were 
characteriized as having .smaller. vocabular,ies., From this .. study it was 
felt that mor,e st:riess was being placed on wri t.ing skills in r.egular 
classes than in special. classes for educable mentally. retarded students. 
In the other achievement study, Rouse ( 30) sought to ent1ance thE, 
abilities of educable mentally retarde.d students in p1'.',:::iduct ive thinkfng, 
She administered a tr>aining pr>ogram.in productive thinking to 47 
educable mentally retarded students. (IQ 58-78; CA 7-,.,7 to 17-2) from 
five special. education classrooms, She c.ompared their per,for,mance for 
mean gain in productive thinking as measured by verbal and nonverbal 
subtests of the Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking, The students 
received thir,ty consecutive lessons designed to increase their productive 
thinking" Five teachers of the experimental classes administered the 
training program whic.h was designed., through individual daily lesson 
plans, to be rigidly str,uctured" Br,ainstorming sessions, :limited to 
fifteen minutes each session, were.used to stimulate a flowing of ideas 
and to form the core of. the treatment, In addition, r•eading charts and 
cumulative graphs were prepared from the ideas generated dui'.'ing the 
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brainstormi.ng sessions •. Pictures, poems,.and stories.were shared, thus 
giving added. opportunity for. ver.bal. expr.e.s.sion .•..... With analys.is of pretest 
and post.,.test. mean gain. scores, compared :with fiv.e. control. classes who 
were taught. by traditional methods (N.31)., the. results clearly 
demonstrated a .. significant superiority. for __ the. experimental.· group in 
terms.of the. training.improving their. te.st performance. Rouse, by this 
study., demonst:r;:,ated that. educational. .treatments in the special education 
classroom.could: have.positive effects on the cognitive abilities of 
educable. mental.ly retarded students. 
Summary 
Much has b.een written in. the past years about. the capabilities of 
the mentally.: vetarded in comparison with the. more av-erage student • 
. . Little has been .attempted in the .way .. of cul'.'riculurn adjustment to effect 
a mor•e adequate achiev·ement on the part of the mentally r.etar•ded, Recent 
efforts have. demonstrated that more.adequate .performances could be 
accomplished through. tutoring arrang.em.ents ... and .. special . .instructional 
provisions .... The indications are present. that ·curr·icular. modifications 
and special instructional emphasis .. might.. be. an. appropriate part of the 
spe.cial class curriculum fori educable men:tally .. retarded students . 
. . . Some caution should be taken when introducing . new content into the 
curriculum, for until. adequate;,ly studied,_ the. new .. content .may be no more 
effective than the content which.has.been.excluded •. Presently, the 
studies of curriculum have indicated gains in achievement for· the 
mentally retard.ed, .. Investigations need to_ be made of specific ar0eas to 
ascertain their relative contribution,.for the. different investigations 
have used different methods and have not sought.to study the method's 
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effect on academic achievement of subject matter affected, 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN OF. THE PRESENT STUDY 
The present study is .. an exp:J.OI\\:i:ti.on des.igned. ·to gather data to 
.- determine. the effect of an. administered treatment program in verbalized 
conoept development upon the achievement. level.of educable mentally 
retarded students when the teaching.of reading and of arithmetic is 
variied, 
. Statement. of. the Problem 
Evidence haEi. been presented in support of.a theory that the 
teaching of reading and the teaching. of arithmetic should be attempted 
at different intervals of. the school experience. . That because they 
require different types of thought, the teaching of. both subj ec.ts. during 
the same.time continum creates.a situation where .one interferes with 
',i~i~ning of the other . 
Investigators (16, 31) have indicated that more.experience with the 
meaning of words will.improve the achievement.both in reading and 
arithmetic. Evidence has been gathered as.reported in the previous 
chapter that links concept development to theacademic achievement of 
. educable mentally retarded children., . If this is .. the. case, then concept 
development as it affects academic achievement should be invest1gated. 
By emphasizing the content and.skills of reading, to the exclusion 
of any arithmetic instructioIJ. until later in the school year, and by 
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emphasizing the meanings of. words through a cont·rolled treatment 
program .in c.oncept development the. student should develop mo:i:1e competency 
.in :reading. thi:in students who hav:e their thought. energies expended 
attempting. to. master two v:ariegated .. symbalic skills. at the same time .. 
Measu.:r,ing the achievement of. educable. mentally r.etard.ed .. students who 
were taught the ... usual curricula. of read1ng and. arithmetic. at the same 
time for s.ix. weeks., .. and .. comparing. the.ir. achievment.. scores with students 
.who are. taught. reading .. with an. emphasis .. on. developing verbal concepts, 
separated .. f:i:iom inst!'uc.tion in arithmetic. for. six .. weeks,. Then, a reverse 
of the procedure will be made, having the reading and the concept 
dev·elopment treated group. study. r·eading. and. a.rithm.etic in .the usual 
manner. for six. weeks while the or.iginal. reading~ari thmetic group follow 
the. reading~concept development program for six weeks, .. The comparing of 
the treatment grs.oup achievement scores with the opposite g·r,,mp a:nd with 
ano"the:r• group that had r•eoeived no treatment, should y:Leld some 
evidence. of .. the sound·ness of .currient. curr?ic:ular emphasis ... and sequencing 
with educ.able mentally retarded students, 
Hypotheses 
.After a .r!eview. of the.reports which .. have be.en made and a 
consideration of the.theor,y that .has.been.developed the.following gener?-1 
hypotheses were established for the present study: 
1 o There will he no significant differ·ence in academic achievement 
between: 
(a o ) educable mentally r·etarded students. taught r·eading 
. and arithmetic in the. usual manner, and 
(b,) educable menta11y retar,ded students who a.re taught 
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reading accompanied. by .a tra.in.ing program in concept 
development but not.giV"en.instruction inari'thmetic 
computation, 
2, There. will .. be no s1gnificant difference. in . the academic 
.. achievement of the. following two groups: 
. (a,) . educable mentally .retarded. students taught reading 
and. arithmetic in .. the usual manner for six weeks, 
then taught reading accompanied by a traini.ng program 
in concept development but not taught arithmetic; 
. ( b ... ) educable . mentally .retard.ed students. who, for six 
weeks, are taught reading accompanied by a training 
program in.concept .development but not given 
instruction .in arithmetic computation, and then 
taught readi.ng .and arithm.etic .. for six. weeks in the 
.. usual manner . 
3... There will be no. significant differenc.e in. academic .. achievement 
between: 
. (a,) educable mentally retarded. students who are taught 
reading and arithmetic in the.usual manner, and 
. (b,) educable mentally retarded students who are taught 
reading and a:dthmetic in the usual manner for six 
weeks: and then for six weeks are taught reading and 
a program in.concept development, excluding 
computational arithmetic insturction. 
4. · There will be no significant difference.between the academic 
achievement of educable mentally retar>ded students who are 
· taught reading accompanied by .a training p:r·ogram in concept 
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development separate from instruction in ar·ithmetic computation 
when such a program is taught during a different phase of the 
.school year, 
5, . There.will be no significant difference between the reading 
achievement of educable mentally.retarded.students taught 
read.ing in the usual manner. during different phases of the 
school year. 
Subjects 
The Oklahoma City Public Schools had thirty-four intermediate 
special education classes, Only the fifteen classes and teachers used .in 
this study seemed to meet the criteria. A review of the central office 
records indicated only fifteen teachers met the requirements of having at 
least one year of previous experience in teaching such classes and 
having. met. State requirements of .a Standard Teaching C.ex:1tific.c1.te in 
. SpeCial Education,. and .. their classes containing students from the lower 
middle socioeconomic level. 
The criteria established. for this study were that. the students used 
in the analyses of achievement have.chronological ages.from. 8,5 to 13.0 
years; have intelligence quotients on either .the Wechsler Intelligence 
Scale for Children or the Stanfor·d-Binet Intelligence Scale: Form 1-M, 
recorded from a certified examiner on an individual psychological 
evaluation,.such scores being from 50 to 80. points; they had to have 
menta.l ages. betw~en 3. 5 and. 10, 5. years; have been one or. more years in 
a special educ.ation class for the educable mentally retarded;. and, they 
had to have similar lower middle class socioeconomic stat:us, 
An additional r,equirement for being included in this study was that 
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the student had to have been present .during .eac.h .. subtest .. administration 
of the achievement testi.ng, When. this . requirement and the other criteria 
were applied in isolating the students .. to be included in this study, 134 
students remained . 
. Table I indicates the. classes., an,d studen.ts. from these ... classes, used 
in the different .gr,oups and. in the. study as a whole. 
Of the 158 students .who .received the ... full. experimental. treatment 69 
students I data. could. .. not be used due to attrition. This left a total of 
89 students in the treatment.groups. from whichuseable .tests were 
obtained.: 51. students. in Group. I. and. 38 .. students in. Group II , Of the 
control: gr.cup.,. Group .III., ... 60 students recei.v:.ed ... ho.t.h .. pre,,,tes.ti.ng and final 
testing •... Of these, .15 .. s.tudents'.data.couJ.d.not.be. u.sed for.the reasons 
of attrition .. as .. w:ith the experimental groups •.. Forty.-five students were 
in Group III. Data for 134 students wer1e used.in analyses of overall 
effect of the study. 
Table II pr,esents the basic infor•mation on the intell.igence quotient 
(IQ)., .. chrono.logical age (CA)., .. and mental. age {MA-.) .for .. each .. gr.oup included 
in the study.. As shown,. the IQ. scores .. ranged fro.m. 50. to 80 and when 
tested· for•. Mean difference, the. t values obtained. were .found. to not be 
significantly differe.nt, The .standard. deviations .. of the ... IQ .. sc.ores were 
obtained and. by .. use .of the. Fisher. F .. formula., .. found ... to. not. be 
significantly differ,ent. Thus, inte.lligence quotients were accepted as 
equivalent for the three groups. 
On .. chronological age the range of ages was from 8. 5 to 13. 0, with 
. Means .only .. 4 of a year aparL. When. the. Means of the separate groups 
were compared there was not found a .. significant difference,. but when the 
.treatment Groups I and II data were combined and compared for Mean 
difference with th.e control Group III .a significant t,-value was found at 
the o 05 le.v.el .. of confidence. Looking .at the data for the. groups, Group 
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TABLE .. I 
CLASSES .. AND .. GROUPING. OF THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDENTS 





















IQ, .CA,- AND_MA CHARAC'I'ERISTI.CS..--.OF._GRQUP1LT, _II, AND III 
Group_ :I. Gr.cup II_ Group III 
Measures - --_ (N;::51_) CN;:38.) (N=45) -
Mean. 70.96 70.5 68.6 
Range. 53-80 50-,80 51-78 -
SD- 6.4_ 7.2 6.7 
Mean . 10.3 10.5 10.7 
Ra_nge 8.5-13.0 8.7,-,12.9 8.5-12~8 
SD 1.27 .01 1.4 
Mean. 6~7 6.7 6.5 
Ra_nge 4.0-10.1 3.8.,.-9.8 3c9-9.9 
SD 1.46 1. 56 .26 
*Not significant at the_ .05 level of confidence 
tn·~significant: at_ the • 05 . level. of confidence 
***Significant .at. the .02 levelof confidence 

















III was chronologically older· than Groups I and II, Examination of the 
Standard Deviations of the separate Groups, indicates significantly 
different t. values, significant, at the . 02 level of confidence, between 
the three groups. When the tr:eatment gr>oups data we:ve again combined and 
compa:red with the contro.l..Group. III a .. s.ignificant difference at the ,05 
level of confidence was found between the.Standard Deviations, :r"urither 
examination indicates that,on the.basieof the Range,. Standard Deviation 
and Mean data, the.control group. contained students more near the same 
ch:i:'onological .age than the t:riea.tment gt>oµps and to be. older by an av-erage 
of , 2 of a year. Also, that Group II is more near the same chr>onol.ogical 
.age than Group I. 
Concerning Mental. Age., . only . when the treatment group's .data were 
combined and comp~red with the control.group was. there.a significant 
difference .•.. The Means were. not found to be significantly different, but 
the Sta.ndard. Deviations .were. found to differ at a significant level, at 
the .05 level of confidence~ This would. indicate that the control group 
III was more near the same.mental age than the other two groups. 
Thus, any advantage from.measuring.the Mean: raw score gains in 
achievement .. between the Groups would .seem to favor the. c.ontrol Group III, 
and should be taken into account when analyzing.the results of this 
study . 
. . To. determine the. socioec.onomic .level of .students included in the 
study the.Hollingshead Index.of.Social Position was administered and a. 
chi square analysis made of the. data.obtained . 
. Hollingshead (20) developed.a multiple equation index for 
estimating a family's so.ciaL.c.lass position based. on the residence, 
education and occupation of the parents. whic.h when. weighted, 6, 5, and 9 
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r>espectiyely for the different areas, yielded a criterion prediction of 
• 942 by means of multiple correlation. The· range of scores for· each 
class was on the basis of heterogeneity in scale score patterns 
detey,mined by the foy,mula: X1 (Estimated class position)= 6X2 
(Residence) + SX3 (Education).+. 9X4. (Occupation), 
. TABLE. III 
INDEX OF .. SOCIAL. POSITION"' 
Class Ra.nge of Scores . 
I 20 - 31 
II 32 - 55 
III 56 - 86 
IV 87 - 115 
v 116 - 134 
Percentage of Total 





~'cfrom Hollingshead, A. B. & Redlich, .F •. C .. , .SociaLClass and Mental 
Illness, John.Wiley and Sons, New York, 1958. p, 395. 
The residence scale. was. based on .. a. six. point basis ra.nging from the 
finest homes down to the lowest tenements .. The education scale was a 
. seven point scale, ranging from graduate profess.ionaL t:r,aining down to 
. less than seven years of. school, ... The occupational. scale was also of 
seven .. points, ranging from executives. and proprietors and major 
professionals, down to unskilled workers. . It was .. anticipa:ted that the 
population for this study would fall. in.the Class IV range of this index 
(Table III), This class containing the.midpoint of the percentages, was 
felt to reflect a more unbiased sampling.criteria besides being the 
lower-middle.class area of the Index, 
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Ea.ch .. of. the 134 . .stu.dents .· included in .. this study wa:s scored for 
social class position, Each school's score was combined for pur•poses of 
analysis. . All fell within the. ra_nge established for this study, Table 
IV indic.ates the scoring. o.btained .. on this.· .index. While the ac.tual and 
... expected. scores .. do .. not.. fully meet .the .. crdteria. for .. chi-square, the 
largest variation. was only .. 0.08. which. was thought .to be accounted for in 
the use of. approximate we_i-ghting . su_ggested. for .. use .. on this index, Wert, 
Neidt and Ahmann (39, p, 150) list.as. "the.only restriction placed on 
the computation of chhsquare. has been.that the.expected frequency total 
equal. the actual frequency. total," .. Therefore., the conditions for using 
chi-square were assumed to have .been met, .. The. res.ul ti.ng .. values obtained 
from the table of chi-squa:,r,e . were found. to .. be well away f:r•om the ., :l O 
value of 4, 605 listed, The students used as the. popu.lation sample fo·r· 
this study .. met the criteria. for being from the same socioeconomic: level. 
Holli_ngshead and Redlich (20) suggest. tha.t. the pla.ce .of residence, 
occupp.tion. o.f. the head ... of the. household, and .. the pa·rent 's occ:upat:ion, 
the factor•s. used in their index,. are. adequate reflectfons of the social 
a.nd cultural position in our society, 
Materials 
A specificlydeveloped, uniform.teaching unit was supplied each 
teacher in the ten.treatment classes.(Appendix A) .. In addition a 
commercially obtained recor·d,. Teaching Children Values (4), consisting 
of a series of recorded stories was given to these teachers, 
,,t:,· . 
TABLE IV '\. 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF STUDENT'S STANDING ON 
THE HOLLINGSHEAD INDEX OF SOCIAL POSITION 
Expected Expected Actual 
Factor Index Scale Scale Weight* Actual Expected Mean 
Position Value Value. Score Score 
Group I Residence 5 255 285 6 1548 1530 
(N=51) Occupation 5 255 263 9 2367 2295 
Education 5 255 245 5 1225 1275 
Total 5140 5100 101 
Social Index Position: Class IV 
Chi-square (2 df) = .314 
P>.10 
Group II Residence 5 190 194 6 1164 i140 
(N;::38) Occupation 5 190 176 9 1584 1710 
Education 5 190 214 5 1070 950 
Total 3818 3800 100 
Social Index Position: Class IV 
Chi-square (2 df) = .085 
P>,10 
Group III Residence 5 225 214 fi 1284 1350 
Occupation 5 225 234 9 2106 2025 
Education 5 225 227 5 1135 1125 
Total 4525 4500 101 
Social Index Position: Class IV 




*an approximate weight 
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Research Design 
The research des.ign was developed. to test the stated hypotheses, It 
was postulated that instruction in both reading and arithmetic duri.ng the 
same time periods affected academic achievement. It.was.also postulated 
that instr•uc.tion .in. concept development would enhance academic 
achievement. Ther>efore,.the study was designed to determine .if educable 
mentallyretarded students receiving instruction in concept development 
instead of arithmetic computation had different achievement academically 
when measured with educable mentally retarded students who received the 
usual academic instruction •. Figure1 illustrates the design of the 
present study in di_agr>am for>m as illustrated the:r,e wer>e three g:r,oupsof 
unequal size: .Group I had 51 students, Gr.cup II 38 students, and Group 
III 45 students. Afteri being p:r,etested.theyreceiv"ed six weeks of 
study, werie rietested, then received six weeks mor•e of study, followed by 
another testing for achievement gain. The control.group, Group III, 
received only initial and final testi.ng. 
Group I and Group II datawere combined and.compared with Group III 
data. The groups were measured and compared for.Mean.achievement gain 
at.the.conclusion of Post-test 2 , that is .at the conclusion of the 
second phase of treatment, Furtheri.analysis of the gains.in.achievement 
were made. Mean raw gain scores for Groups I and II dur,ing Phase I wer.e 
compared with each other; then, the Phase II Groups I s.nd II were 
compared, In addition, Phase I, Group I.were compared with Phase II, 
Group II for differences in treatment effects on achievement, Each 
Group and. Phase was then compar·ed. with -every other· Group and Phase for, 
possible differences r.esul ting from the curriculum modifications, 
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.··,; 
Proc'edures '(Jsed in the Study 
This study required the special education teachers to administer the 
Stanford Achievement. Test,. . Primary Battery:. Form. W. as a pretest, a.t 
the conclusion .. of Phase I, and at the conclusion of Phase. II, In 
addition, . except. for Group III, . the teachers . presented a controlled 
series of lessons .. in concep,t development (Appendix A) while refraining 
from teachi_ng aI'ithmetic computation. duri_ng .one of the. phases of the. 
study, either.Phase I.or.Phase. II. They would.present their usual 
instructional. program., without. :the .. concept. development unit, during 
alternate phases as called for in. the experimental des_ign •. Teachers in 
Group III of the study would administer only pretests and the tests at 
the conclusion of.Phase II .. They would-thus serve as an.overall control 













development, no Arithmetic 
Control: 
Regular curriculum: 





. Regu .. lar c.urriculvm: 
Readi_ng and Arithmetic 
Treatment: 
Reading, training 
Program in concept 
de;velopment , no Arithmetic 
Regular curriculum: Reading and Arithmetic. 
l+~--->6 weeks+-----+l+------+n· weeks+------
1-E,-·=··.---------~12 weeks-+-------------;,,i-
Figure 1. Design of the Present Study. 
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The teachers were arbitr·arily number·ed off fr·om one to ten, with the 
odd-number,ed teachers being designated the.tr,eatment classes for Phase I 
of ,the experiment.while the even-number,(;!d teachers automatically were 
assigned as control classes for Phase. 1 9 . After deteI'mining when during 
the day the treatment was .. to occur (because arithmetic instruction was 
given in the mor·ni.ng, .. befove recess, this was.the pey,fod of time 
selected for presentation.of the treatment lessons to all of the 
classes),. the teachers who were to give the.treatment during Phase II 
were excused, to meet for their orientation the Friday just preceeding 
the start of. their treatment lessons, The treatment teachers for· Phase 
I were then instructed and oriented to the teaching unit of the 
experimental treatment. A copy of the teaching.unit was supplied to 
each teacher, t.ogether with the rec.orded. stories a~ound. which the unit 
centared (Appendix A) •. This was given to the Phase n teacheris at their 
orientation meeting,, 
It was.felt to be.impossible to completely eliminate variation 
.. between teaching procedures and influence,. but it. was felt that the 
teacher variable could be . partially .. controlled. by. :the uniform teaching 
unit, instruction.in.its .presentation, the uniform recorded stories, and 
weekly contact with the teachers by.the experimenter. 
Basically,, the experimental.treatment-consisted. of a recorded 
series of. stories which. were played individually thr·oughout the. 
treatment progr·am, .. This, together· with a wide assortment. of activities 
designed to clarify and fix the conceptu?-1 meanings of words contained 
in the recorded stories, For the ent.i.re class as a group an 
introduction was given to each story as it was presented, A single 
story was heard on a single day, The story was played, followed by a 
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discussion of the entire. story, then.an·analysis of certain.preselected 
words was made. as to their meaning •. Exper:•ience charts were written 
. using. and enla.rging on. the. words. being .emphasized.... Thes.e we;r,e dictated 
. by the students. to. the. teacher, Each student .. was. encouraged and allowed 
to read these. charts, . Or.iginal. drawings. were made .. depict fog the stor>ies 
as ideated by the students. In addition to the teaching unit, any.use 
.of words under litudy during other parts of .. the day wer; noted and 
b:r:io.ught .. to, .. the ... a:ttent.:!.on. of .. the ... cla.es aet. bei;n.g· ... a. word .. the.y. were studyi.ng: 
attention to the .context in which the wo:rid . was. u.sed was .. cited to the 
class 1 Each teacher in the experimental group was requi!'ed to refrain 
from teaching arithmetic or handling any direct arithmetic content, 
They were to treat numbers as words only and not to stress them, even as 
words. 
All of the tests were individually score.d. by the experimenter and 
. two assistants,. t:ra .. i.ned J;:,y the experime.nte:r•, to insur•e accu:rac:y and 
consistency of scoring. 
The Mean,.Range and. Sta,ndard. Deviation of.each Group used in this 
study. were obtained. All. tests used. w.er.e formulated .as presented by 
Wert, Neidt, and Ahman. (39). A. t.,..,test for unequal groups was applied to. 
the Mean data and an f-test was applied to the standard deviation data, 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
The pur·pose of this study. was to. determine the effect of a 
curriculum variation on the academic.achievement of educable mentally 
retarded students, A treatment program in concept development was 
taught instead of instruction in.arithmetic computation to.two different 
groups of students, One group received.the treatment program while the 
other group was.taught the.usual curriculum •. After six weeks the order 
was reversed:. the second. group. rec.eived .. the treatment pr.ogram with no 
arithmetfo instruction while the fir.st. group ... followed the regular 
curriculum., .. A third .. group received the. regular curriculum throughout · 
the study, serving. as an overall control .. group, 
The, Stanford.Achievement.Test was administered to Groups I and II 
as a pretest, after the first.six weeks of treatment, and a.t the 
conclusion of the second six weeks.of treatment, The third group 
received only the pretest and final test. The,achievement differences 
of Mean raw score gains between. the. treatment .. groups, Groups I and II, 
the control group, Group II I, .. were measured and analyzed by use of' 
t-test statistics for sample groups of unequal size, Inaddition th.e 
differ·ences between the two phases of the treatment pr·og.l'am were 
measured, as well as, the probability of.differences between Means for 
the diff~rent sub,-areas of the Language Arts portion of.the test, As a 
further analysis, the.Language Arts portion of the test was compared 
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with the Arithmetic portion o:f the test fox' Mean raw score. gains. 
Findings of the Study 
In the first instance.the raw score data.were analyzed using a combined· 
Mea.n for Groups I. and II which was then measured .. for. Mean. diff.erence 
with Group III ( see. Table V). The resulting t of . 048 for. Language Arts 
and.1..051.for Arithmetic.were not·found to.be significan±lydifferent at 
the .OS .level of confidence. A t-value of 2.000 with 88 d_egreel:\i of 
ftieedom was necessary to achiev.e significance. . Only in ar•i thmetic was 
this value. approached, and it. failed to attain the.necessary level, 
neverthele.ss~ the t9-bled scores indicate a dispp.rity.between Language 
Arts. and. A:t1ithmet.ic pe:r:ifo:r;;ma.nce, .. Thus., the_. overall. achievement effects 
of the t:rieatment. p:riogram. are .. subj eot to question. as to. value. 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF GROUPS I,. II, III FOR .. MEAN RAW SCORE GAINS 
Mean Pt GROUP.I Pt GROUP.II Pt GROUP III 
" 
GROUP I: LANGUAGE ARTS 15.216 .180 .144 
ARITHMETIC 3.255 .704 .~f36 
GROUP IT: LANGUAGE ARTS 14.052 .180 .069 
ARITHMETIC 6,263 .704 1.168 
GROUP III: LAtJ"GUAQE ARTS 14.488 
ARITHMETIC 2.044 i•i 
'\ I 
GROUP I AND LANGUAGE ARTS 14, 719 .048 
II COMBINED ARITHMETIC 4.539 1.051 
No significant difference at the .05 level .of. confidence, 
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Separate t-tests were ma.de of the Mean.raw score gains in 
achievement of the different groups during Phases I and II of the study, 
In addition, comparisons were made between the differ•ent Phases of the 
treatment program. These data. ar•e presented in Table VI. 
TABLE VI 
SIGN!F'!CANCE Of DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS. or ALTERNATELY COMPARED 
PHASES. AND GROUPS FOR LANGUAGE ARTS AND ARITHMETIC 
PHASE· I PHASE II Pt 
GROUP I GROUP II GROUP .I GROUP II 
Language Arts 109.610 9.026 19,60Tl', 
Arithmetic 3:33:r 
,.,,. ......... , .. 
6.842 .920 
Language Arts 109.610 4.686 28, 542~'c 
Arithmetic 3.333 .052 1.290 
Language Arts - 109.681 5.026 33 0 671~': 
Arithmetic 3,333 .579 1.417 
Language Arts 9.026 5.026 .075 
Arithmetic 6,842 ,579 1.824 
Language Arts 
I 
4.686 5.026 . 07:1. 
Arithmetic 0 0!52 .579 .274 
! 
*Significant at the .001 level of confidence. 
The t-value obtained on comparison of Phase I: Groups land II Language 
Arts Means, when measured with the t-table value oft with 50 and 37 
degrees of freedom, indicates that 19.607 is beyond the t-value of 3.646 
or 3.551 at the .001 level of significance. Therefore, the difference 
between these scores may be considered as highly significant, Likewise, 
the difference between the.t-va..lue scores for Phase I: Group I and 
Phase II, Group I, and between Phase I: Group I and Phase II: Group II" 
All other t~values failed to approach a level of significance. It is 
interesting to note.that in actual Mean arithmetic. gain scores there 
were greater gain~ made dur•ing the treatment phases when arithmetic was 
not formally taught than when it was taught, even though the dUf'erience 
was not.significant. 
These results gave indication that the effects of Phase I Group I 
were unique to that·Group and Phase. 
The probability of a difference between the Means of different 
sub-areas of the Language Arts portion of the study was investigated, 
Table VII summarizes these data, Analysis.of the t-values obtained 
indicates that in only one area was there a significant difference in 
Means. An obtained t-value of 2.042 with 37 degrees of freedom and 
2,021 with 50 degrees of freedom at the .05 level of significance was 
necessary. Spelling was the only sub-area of the study which approached 
this level, obtaining a t = 2. 21-1-s value. Thus there was a significant 
difference between the Means of Phase II, Group I and II Means favoring 
Group L Analysis shows the Group I Mean to be larger than the Group II 
Mean for spelling. The.Phase I, Group II Arithmetic Mean scores 
approached the significance level. All other probabilities failed to 
reach a level of significance. 
To establish the significance. of diff.erenc.e between the Mean raw 
score gains in achievement for Language Arts and for Arithmetic a 
different analysis was made. Table VIII indicates the differences in 
scores between the two portions of the study. All comparisons failed to 
approach the .05 significance levels of 2.042 with 37 degrees of freedom 
or 2,021 with 50 degrees of freedom, except in compar0ison of Phase I: 
Group I values favoring the Language Arts area. The obtained value of 
PHASE I 
LANGUAGE ARTS 












WORD STUDY SKILLS 
ARITHMETIC 
TABLE VII 
SIGNIEICMJfCB _ OlE., ][))ITEER.JB.NCES._BETWEEN _ MEAN_ RAW GAIN SCORES 










































































SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE .MEANS OF 
LANGUAGE ARTS AND ARITHMETIC 
LANGUAGE. ARTS· ARITHMETIC 
MEAN MEAN 
PHASE I 
GROUP I 109.610 3.333 
GROUP. II 9.026 6.842 
PHASE II 
GROUP I 4.686 ,052 
GROUP II 5.026 .579 
GROUP III 14.88 2, 044-
COMBINED GROUPS I & II 14.719 4.516 
COMBINED GROUPS 
I, II, & III 14,642 3.701 
*Significant at the . 001 level of confidence • 









5, 79 )'c 
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30. 012, far exceeds 3. 646, the t-table valu.e at the • 001 level of 
significance. Thus, indicating an advantage to the initial stage of the. 
treatment program. 
Combini_ng the Language Arts scores and Arithmetic scores, then 
comparing for a significant difference between Means of La_nguage Arts 
and Arithmetic produced at-value of 5.790 which was found to be 
significant at the .001 level of significance. Thet-table value was 
converted to the mid~point value of 44 and 88 degrees of freedom, 
yielding a value of 2.407 which was exceeded in this analysis. There 
was. a s_ignificant difference in Mean raw gain scores when the. Language 
Arts.Mean was compared with th.e Arithmetic Mean, In this case, the 
indications were that achievement in the Language Arts area was greater 
than the achievement in the arithmetic area. 
To establish the significance·. of the differ>ence of Mean raw score 
gains in achievement of Language Arts for the·treatment Group I.and II 
as compared with Arithmetic, Groups I and II, at-test was made. A 
comparison was.made between the combined Mean Language Arts scores of 
Groups I and II and the Mean Arithmetic scores of Groups I and II. 
As indicated in Table VIII, at= 2.612 value was obtained when the 
t-table was entered for the value at 88 degrees of freedom. The minimum 
t-value of at least 2.000 at the .05 level was necessary to obtain a 
significant difference. Therefore~ it was concluded that the difference 
in Language Arts achievement was significantly greater than the Mean 
achievement in Arithmetic by Groups I and II, exceeding the t-tabled 
value for ,001 level of significance. 
An analysis was made of the sub-area scores.of the Language Arts 
portion or the study, comparing each sub~area scor•e with the respective 
'+8 
Arithmetic scores of the Group and Phase where the scores were 
appropriate. Table IX shows the probabilities for each comparison, 
Only in the area of Word Reading for Group III was there a significant 
difference.at the .05 level of confidence, between Arithmetic and the 
different sub-areas, It was concluded.that this reflected a gain in 
word reading as compar>ed with Arithmetic for Group III students. All 
other sub-area scores failed to approach a significant level, It is 
interesting that Phase I, Group II Probability scores reflected a 
rather consistent level for each of the sub..,areas, this consistency of 
diffe:t'ence being unmatched by any other and being superior to Group I 
in all but the Spelling sub-ar>ea. During Phase II, Group I's level of 
difference in all arieas was consistently- gr>eatel'.' thanthe pl'.'obabilities 
of Gl'.'oup II, 







Word Study Skills -
TABLE IX 
SIGNIFICANCE. OF._ ... THE .. IlIFEERENCE:._BRT:w.EfilLMEANS_.FOR SUB-AREAS 
OELANGUAGE-AR'!'.S: . ..:ANi>:ARITHMETIC 
. PHASE._I_ :I -- PHASE_J:I -· 
I 
Pt GROUP .. ! 
I ' 
: Pt GR?U:P. I_L + P1: ~QUP-I _ Pt GROUP II 
I - I 1.063 1.436 .913 I .321 
I 
.079 - 1.416 .337 .181-
.310 1.722 1.000_ .425 
1.350 .968 I .745 .117 
I 
.050 1.283 I .736 .707 
i 
*Significant at .05 level of confidence. 
Pt GROUP III 















SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Review of the Purpose and Design 
Research evidence was presented in an effort to establish the value 
of emphasizing concepts when teaching educable mentally retar,ded 
students. Some evidence has indicated that emphasizfog of concepts 
before or accompanyi.ng the teachi.ng of the academics has a positive 
effect.on the student's ability to achieve in these areas, especially in 
readi.ng and a:r•ithmetic, Other evidence suppor•ted a position that the 
teaching of arithmetic, an inductive thought process, during the same 
time inter-val as reading, a deductive thought process, may inter,fere 
with the acquisition of the more basic skill -· reading. 
This study was s.uggested by the finding of a. gap .. in the literature 
of any empirical study concerning curriculum adjustments in the 
classroom which were aimed toward effecting a more adequate achievement 
on the part of the mentally retarded. Recent studies had demonstrated 
that more adequate performances could be accomplished through tutori.ng 
arrangements and special instructional provisions, giving indications 
that curricular modifications and special instructional emphasis might 
be an appropriate part of the special class curriculum for educable 
mentally retarded students, 
Some caution was expressed relative to the introduction of new 
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content into the curriculum, for until adequately studied, the new 
content may be no mor,e effective than·the content which has been 
replaced. 
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A few investigators have.demonstrated (through curricular 
modification) gains in achievement. by the mentally retarded. Specific 
areas of the cu:l:"'riculum need exploring to ascertain their relative 
contribution to achievement. The studies that have been made have 
employed.different methods and have not sought to study their effects on 
academic achievement of subject matter. 
The.present study was an exploration designed to gather data to 
determine the effect of an adminhtered treatment program in ve:r:balized 
concept development upon the achievements.of educable mentally retarded 
students· when the teach1ng of reading and of arithmetic was varied by 
separating instructional.emphasis, 
Investigators have indicated. that more. e:x.per'ience with the meani.ng 
of words would improve achievemeni: in readi.ng and. in arithmetic, Some 
studies would.seem to.indicate a link between concept development and 
academic achievement. Others seem to lend support to the.view that the 
teaching of reading and arithmetic during the same time period could 
cause interference:. one subject interfe;riing with·the acquiring of the 
. other. 
Measuring·the achievement of intermediate educable mentally 
retarded students in special education classrooms, ofrelatively the 
same mental age level and socioeconomic level, and whose teachers have 
had e~perience as special education teachers, who have received reading 
instruction and a treatment program in concept development for six weeks, 
the usual instruction in both reading and arithmetic for six weeks; 
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measuring their achievement gain with a group of students who received 
the alternate series: reading a.nd arithmetic.for six weeks first, then 
reading and. the treatment pr_ogram in: concept development for six weeks, 
should yield some evidence if the.teaching of reading or ar,ithmetic 
inter,fer,es with achievement of the other and'if emphasizing concepts 
increases.achievement of educable mentally retarded. 
·fivehypotheses·were established for, this·study and a r,esear,ch 
design developed to test.the hypotheses·of difference in achievement as 
follows: 
Educable mentally. retarded. students taught· readi_ng · and ar,i thmetic 
in .the usual manner, and educable mentally retar,ded.students who ar,e 
taught reading and a tr,eatmentpr,ogram·butno arithmetic computation. 
Educable mentally retar,ded students:taught r,eading and arithmetic 
in the· usual.manner> for:. six .wee-ks,,, then::. taught· r.eading::for six weeks 
together with a· treatment pr,ogram but not: taught ·arithmetic computation 
and educable mentally retarded students who; for, six weeks are taught 
readingaccompanied by a training pr,ogram butno instruction in 
arithmetic computation and educable.ment;allyretar,ded students who.ar,e 
taught ·reading and. arithmetic in. the: usual· manner for six weeks and th.en 
for six weeks are taught reading·and concept development. excluding 
computational instruction. 
Educable mentally rietarded·students taught reading and the training 
program· sepaI'!ate from instruction in computation du1..,ing a diffel:'ent 
phase of the school year. 
The Stanford Achievement Test. Primary Battery: Form W. was.used 
as a measuring instrument, The procedure was to pretest, retest at the 
end of the first six week training program, and retest again at the end 
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of the second six week training_ program. · The over·all control_ group was 
only administered the pretest and the.final retest. On the basis of the 
test criteria the students were scored for academic achievement and 
their Mean raw score gains in achievement were analyzed, 
Two hundred and. e_ighteen etu.dents participated in the pr.ogram of 
which one hundried and thirty-four were used in the study, A Mean and 
Standard Deviation scores were obtained on these 134 studen.ts' 
Chronological Ages, Intelligence Quotients, and their Mental Ages. A 
t-test statistic was applied to the Means to establish equivalent groups. 
In all but chronological age there was no significant difference, The 
overall contI'ol. group was found to be s.ignificantly older chronol.ogically 
than the two treatment_ groups. This was not tho.ught to seriously affect 
the results of the study since achievement with mentally retarded 
students was established as more closely associated with mental age than 
chr,onological age, 
A Fisher F-test was used to examine the hom.ogeneity of variance 
between the treatment groups I and II for• chronological ages was 
established, indicating that Group II students were more near the same 
chronological age than Group I students. The same rationale as 
previously mentioned seems to apply in this instance, There wer•e 
significant differences found between the overall control group and the 
tl:'eatment groups f'or both chronological and mental .ages, On examination 
of the data this was interpreted as meaning the control g-r'oup contained 
students more mear the same chronological and mental age than the 
treatment groups. This latter finding must be kept in mind when 
analyzing the data included in.the.study for an advantage, in terms of 
achievement has been shown which would tend to favor the contr·ol group 
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of students in this study. 
A chi-.square analysis was made of the . data obtained from the 
Hollingshead Index of Social Position •. The socioeconomic eligibility of 
the students for inclusion in the study.was established with this. 
instrument. The resulting values .. indicated that the students used were 
from the same.approximate socioeconomic level. 
The population from which the study was drawn were intermediate 
level educable mentally retarded students in special education classes 
in the.Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Public.Schools. Of the thirty-four 
intermediate special education classes.in the Oklahoma City Public 
Schools, the fifteen classes and.teachers used in this study met the 
criteria of the teachers having had at least one year of previous 
. experience in teaching such special education classes and havi.ng met 
State .requirements of a Standard Teaching Certificate in Special 
. Education, 
The tests were administered by.the teachers to each class as a 
group. All tests were scored by the:experimenter and two assistants, 
trained bythe experimenter to insure accuracy and consistency of 
sc;:oring, 
The effects on achievement in terms.of Mean raw score gain due to 
.the treatment program in concept development and the varying of the 
arithmetic instruction were measured by.use.oft-test statistics. 
Achievement.differences of Mean raw score gains between the treatment 
groups and the control group were analyzed. Differences.between the two 
phases of the treatment program were measured. The probability of 
.differences between Means for the different sub-areas of the Language 
Arts portion of the study were investigated. 
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A compar·ison was made of. achievem.ent in the Language Arts ar·ea as 
opposed to the Arithmetic area for.differences in Mean achievement gains 
of Language Arts and Arithmetic for .. the treatment groups as compared to 
the control group, Individual analysis.of each sub-area score of the 
Language Arts program we~e compared with .. the Arithmetic score. for the 
. different groups. As a further analysis.all Language Ar>ts Mean raw score 
gains were compared for differences with the combined Arithmetic Mean 
. raw score gains. 
The ten teachers for the tr,eatment portion of the study met with 
the exper'imente:r the week preceeding the start of initial testing for 
achievement, The te.achers were arbitrar·ily numbered from one to ten, 
with the odd numbered teachers being.designated the treatment classes 
for Phase L of the study. The even numbered teachers were then excused 
from this session, to meet for their, orientation. the week just 
preceeding the start of their> treatment se:t:'ies. The tr>eatment tei3.chers 
of' Phase I wer>e then oriented to the teaching unit materials and 
instructed in the procedures of treatment. 
In an effort to reduce v·ar>iation. between teachfog. procedures and 
influence, which was·felt to be impossible to completely eliminate, a 
par·tial controlling effor•t was. attempted through. use of a uniform, 
commercially obtained series of l::'ecorded stories and through weekly 
contacts with the teacher,s by the e:x:pe:rimenter>, 
The series of stol::'ies were played individually throughout the 
treatment program. A single story .. was. heard on a single day, The story. 
was played followed by a discussion of the entire story, then certain 
preselected wor•ds were analyzed as to. their meanings as used in the 
stories. A wide assortment of activities were used, designed to clarify 
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and fix the conceptual meanings. of. words .. contained. in the stories. 
Experience chart _stories were developed using and enlarging on the words 
being emphasized. Each student was.encou:raged and allowed to read these 
charts, original drawings were made depicting the stories as ideated by 
the students. In addition, words.under.study.which.were encountered 
during other parts of the school day were noted and brought to the 
attention of .. the class as to their usage and meaning. The teachers in 
.the experimental treatment groups were.required to refrain from teaching 
arithmetic.or handling any direct.arithmetic.content .. They were to treat 
. numbers as words only and not stress.them.even as words. 
Of the students who received the. experimental treatment, e.ighty-four 
students could not be used.due to not meeting the criteria of the study 
or being.absent for part of the.testing.on some sub,-.testing. In all, a 
total of one hundred and thirty--fou:r students were.used: eighty-nine in 
the treatment portion and forty .. five.in the overall control. 
The first week was set aside for.testing the, six.weeks of 
treatment were scheduled, followed by another.week of testing; six 
weeks for the. second treatment.portion, and a final week of testing, In 
all the study covered the time period.from the first week in October to 
the first week in February: a total.of fifteen.weeks.of actual schooL 
Due to a conflict in scheduli.ng it was not possible to meet with 
the teachers of the Phase.II treatment.group. Therefore, the 
experimenter delivered the materials and individually oriented these 
.. teachers as to their procedural and .. teaching arrangements, 
It was found that weekly visits to the classrooms see.med to be 
affecting the studen.ts away from the. content of the lessons. So this 
visiting was discontinued and·weekly contact with the teachers outside 
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of the class hours was substituted. Thecoor,dinators of special 
education for the mentally retarded in the school system assisted in the 
liaison with the teachers. 
Summar>y of Ma·jor> Findings 
The five hypotheses wer,e tested to investigate the effect of an. 
administer,ed pr,ogram in concept.development·upon educable mentally 
retar,ded students when the teaching of r>eading and arithmetic wer,e 
varied. 
Gene:rial nul.1 hypotheitlle~. wer>e established £'or the present study and 
wel:'e measured by use oft-test statistics in compa;r,isons of Mean !'aw 
score ga.in differences in academic.achievement of inter>mediate level, 
public school, educable mentally. r>etar>ded stud en.ts . The findings werie: 
Hypothesis 1: . Therie. were .. no significant differiences in the 
achiev·ement on Language Ar1ts · or A:dthmetic 
between. the . combined scores of' Groups I and· II 
when compared with the respective sc.or•es of' 
Group III. The level of significant difference 
was not found at less than the .05 level of 
confidence. Therefore., the available evidence 
indicates.a. failure.to reject the hypothesis. 
Hypothesis 2: There. were. no significant differ·ences found 
between. the .. a.c.h.ievement of the different gr·oups, 
when overall.achievement Mean raw score gains 
. were compared, either for• Language Ar·ts or for 
Arithmetic." Therefore, the available evidence 
indicates a failure to reject the hypothesis. 
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Hypothesis. 3: Significant. differences. were. found between the 
different.. treatment groups: . treatment Group I 
duri.ng Phase· I was· found to achieve at less 
than the .001 ievel of confidence in the 
La.nguage . Arts. area when compared. with any othe:i;> 
Group.or Phase.of the study. The evidence 
indicates that·the hypothesis should be 
rejected .. for the Language Arts area of Phase I, 
Group I .. of. the. study. 
Hypothesis. 4: Significant.differe:nces.were found ·between the 
different. treatment groups in the area of 
Langu.age Arts .. according to. the phase of the 
school .. year. that. the reading and treatment 
program. in, .. concept development and no 
computational instruction was. attemp·ted, The· 
significance. of. th.e difference was found to be. 
at less. than. the. ,001 level. 'I'herefore, the 
evidence.indicates that this hypothesis should 
be. rej.ected for, the Language Arts area of Phase 
I. of. the. study .. 
Hypothesis 5:. No significant.differences were found between 
the .. reading. and· arithmetic achievement of 
students taught in the.usual manner during 
different.phc:1.ses of the school year. The level 
of significant.difference was not found at less 
than.the .. 05 level of confidence. Therefore, 
the available evidence indicates a failure to 
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reject the.hypothesis. 
When a comparison was. made. between. the. overal.l Mean achievement in 
Language Arts f'or the.three groups.as.opposed to the overall Mean 
... achievement in Al"'i thmetic thel"'e was .. a significant difference favoring 
the overall Mean achievement in Language Arts. The significance was at 
less thanthe .001 level. A furthercomparison of Groups indicated a 
significant diffe;r,ence between. the. combined sco:t:1es: of G:t:1oups I and II 
for Langu.age Arts as against the combined Arithmetic scores of Groups I 
. and II. This sdgnificance was at.. less. than. the . 01 level .. of confidence 
favoring the Language Ar,ts Gr,oups ..... Comparisons of. Language. Ar,ts. for 
each.Group with Al"'ithmetic for each.respective Group found a highly 
. significant d·ifference., at less. than. the .001 level of confidence for 
Group I Phase I, but no significant.. difference. for GJ::>oup I and Phase II; 
there.was no significant difference.though there was a trend toward 
significance (significant· at the .• 1. level.); Group. III was found to also 
. be moderately significant at less than the . 02 level. .. All significances 
.were found·to favor the Language .. Arts.Area. 
Examination. of compa:rison .. of. sub\"'ar,eas of. La.nguage Arts wi'th 
. Arithmetic indicates only one area that .. reaches. the level of 
significance, Thie was. at .the • 0:2 level of aon:fidence for, Word Readi.ng 
in Group III, 
Conclusions 
This study. was designed as .. an .. exploration. to find out whether a 
. treatment program in concept development. would affect the achievement of 
educable mentally retarded students.when the reading and arithmetic were 
varied in their, pr,esentation. What has been found is some indica.tion as 
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.to direction for further investigation, Theanalysis appears to justify 
the.following statements: 
1. There does seem to. be.a measurable difference in the 
reading per·formance of. educ.able mentally retar·ded students, 
using the. prese·nt instrument, when reading and arithmetic 
are separated and.a.progr,am in.concept development is 
presented in place.of instruction.in.arithmetic 
computation. This seems to be indicated if the students 
are.presentedwithsuch a.program of study during the 
first weeks. of. the. year, . This does not seem to be 
indicated if such a program is started later in the .school 
year. 
2. . There. does not seem to be. a measurable, sustaine.d 
difference in the .. achievement of. educable mentally 
retarded students.using the present instrument, when 
variations in curriculum are six weeks or> less in 
duration. 
3, There does not seem. to. be a .. measurable differ·ence in the 
arithmetic.achievement.of.educable mentally retarded 
students when instruction.in arithmetic computation is 
omitted for, six weeks using the present·instrument, This 
.. would appear to be indicated, · at least i:f a py,ogr·am in 
concept development is presented instead of the ar·i thmetic 
computation, 
4,. There does not seemto.be.a measurable difference in 
achievement, using the. present instr·ument, when reading 
and arithmetic are taught in the usual manner during 
different phases of the. school year•. 
5, There does seem.to.be.a measurable difference in reading 
and arithmetic.achievement.of educable mentally retarded 
students, usi_ng. the present instr,ument, 
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6, There does. not seem. to .. be any. measurable. diff ere nee in 
arithmetic achievement .. of .. educable mentally retar•ded 
students usi_ng the. present instrument, when instruction is 
not given. in.arithmetic.computation.for at least six weeks 
.and a program in.concept development is taught instead. 
7, There does seem. to .. be. a. measurable difference in the 
reading.achievement.as.opposedto the arithmetic 
achievement of educable .. mentally retarded stu_dents, using 
the present instrument, when reading and arithmetic are 
taught in the usual manner. 
It must be emphasized. that .. the. findings of this study should be 
regarded as. preliminary.. Accordingly 11 •• the results. suggest that this 
area should be. investigated. further, ... The instrument used in collecting 
this data was not designed for the population to which it was applied, 
An instrument to measure the achievement:of intermedicate.level educable 
.mentally retarded students would.give.more.valid indications of actual. 
... achievement. of this population.. . The. present instrument employed is only 
indicative of achievement as it is recognized in the regular· classroom. 
Such findings of gains must be generalized as valid for educable 
mentally retarded students. 
Implications , 
From the analysis of differences in achievement for the three 
groups it would-appear.that a.difference in reading performance can be 
effected if.arithmetic computation is.not taught at.the same time as 
reading and a program inconcept.development is employed,.if such a 
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. program and arrangement were.started early in the school year. On the 
basis. of the ... highly.significant difference: for Group I in Langu.age Arts 
during the. first phase of the. study .. and the. tapering off if this 
achievement gain to.a.non.!.significant..level during the second phase, it 
appears that .. a. more longi tudional study should be. made to deter>mine if 
these gains.in achievement can be.sustained. 
It _would appear.from this.study.on the basis of the analysis of 
overall achievement gains, that.educable.mentally.retarded students do 
achieve.;· but. the variations in. curriculum were. inc·onclusive in 
establishing.a differential.in achievement rate. 
The.differences in achievement.between Language.Arts and Arithmetic 
throughout the analysis indicates that.educable mentally retarded 
students are better· able. to .. achieve reading oriented. subject matter than 
to achieve.in the arithmetic areaA 
There are several possibilities.implied:in this.study. First, when 
a subject is.presented during the.school year to.educable mentally 
retarded students seems to be important in terms of academic achievement. 
Second, curriculum. variations, to be, effective. in .. terms of sustained 
achievement, must be continued for. more than a. six weeks .. period, using 
the present study's procedures .. Third, the·Stanford.Achievement Test. 
Primary. Battel'.'y: .. '. Form. W,. does .. ?'ecoI'd .. achiev·ement. gain for. intermediate 
·educable mentally retarded students .•.. Fourth, reading gains in 
achievement are greater than arithmetic gains with this population. 
Fifth, a training program in.concept development can affect the 
achievement .. of educable mentally .. retarded students . at .. least on a/ short 
\ ·~ 
term bash, .Sixth, studies.using special education.classroom students 
can profitably.be accomplished ... Seventh,.the.curriculum of special 
education programs are.in need of.extensive study,.too little is known 
of the.present.achievement.capabilities-and achievement areas of 
special.classroom educable mentally.retarded students. 
S_u_ggest ions for ... Further Study 
The conclusions and implicati.ons .. of. this. study suggest more 
intensive and extensive investigations. should consider .. the,: 
recommendations of: 
( 1) Use. of .. an achievement . instrument specifically developed for 
educable mentally.r~tarded students, though. the present 
instrument. seems appropriate. in. lieu .. of. such. an instrument, 
( 2) . Reading: and Arithmetic computation .. should be separated for 
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. a. longer. pe:riod of time to establish a. clearer. e.ffect of such 
a variation. 
(3) Other treatment programs.should.be incoI'porated into such 
.investigations to establish.whether the.present program in . 
.. concept. development. was responsible .. for. the short term gains 
. in achiev·ement • 
( 4) Studies should be made that. attempt .. to find the causes of 
.. differencebetweenthe.reading.achievement and arithmetic 
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Six Weeks of Concept Development 
To increase the conceptual. capabilities of the students, as 
demonstrated.through a more effective choice of terms and a 
more explicit understanding of .. words and their meanings. 
Rationale: A more precise and challenging understanding of the 
terminology in use will increase the effectiveness of 
reading instruction and have positive effects on other 
curricuJ,.um areas .. It.is.obvious that students use many 
words, but for this unit it is assumed they have a poor 
grasp of the.many meanings each word may have in different 
contexts. 
Procedure: 
Restr·iction: Arithmetic terms are. to be tr·eated casually: 
with no special emphasis. Instead, they 
should be treated as words only. They should 
not be isolated or ignored. 
1 . During that part .. of the. day. which would . otherwise be 
devoted to instruction in computational skills (30 - 45 
minutes), the teacher will involve the students in this 
unit. 
2. There are twelve stories;. two stories for each week 
for the six weeks duration of theunit. The teacher 
must decide which of. the two stories to develop three 
days and which to develop for two days. This decision 
Materials: 
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is to be based on the capabilities and interests of the 
students. 
3, Each story.should be.played in its entirety, both at 
the start and.conclusion of each session. Por,tions may. 
be played to maintain interest or orientation. 
4, The story question should be attended. to only duri.ng 
the final portion of.work with a story, unless the· 
students volunteer.to.treat it atan.earlier time, 
5, Exploration should. be .. made of every possible term in 
the story: each sentence in the story will have several 
concepts to be. developed, i.e. , the first story: "Boys 
and girls,do you.liketo runraces? Dennie (student), 
what does "like" mean? The story started with, ''Boys 
and. girls. . . What does "like" mean? Greta (another 
student), is Dennie's "like," what you think "like" 
means?", and so forth. 
6. Each student should be involved in isolati.ng a concept 
as often as time will allow, yet managi,ng for each 
student to be involved.in each session, at least once. 
Some terms are.more familiar and should be directed so 
as to. encourage. the .. mor.le backward students. 
7 •.. Using and. enlarging. on the concepts during other 
activities of the day should be fully exploited, 
Tape recorder 
Extension cord (if necessary) 
.. Record: Teaching Children Values. Educational Activities, 

















October 9 - 13 
October 16 - 20 
October 25 - 27 
October 30 - November 3 
November 6 - 10 
November 13 - 17 
November 20 - 22 
31 days· 
November 27 - December 1 
1 week December 4 - 8 
2 week December 11 - 15 
3 week December 18, 19, January 2 - 5 
4 week January 8 - 12 
5 week J'anuary 15 - 19 
6 week J'anuary 22 - 26 
total· 31 days 
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